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Section A- 30 Marks
1.

Textile in general
1.1
1.2
1.3

2.

Textile Fibers
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

3.

Terminology relating to textile
Fiber production, spinning, weaving, dyeing, printing and finishing
Metric units of measurement and their conversion to other system of units

Fiber classification
Method of identification of textile fibers
Properties of textile fibers
Uses of textile fibers

Yarn production
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6

Types of yarns and their classification
Different kinds of yarn processing systems
New methods of yarn manufacturing
Process flow of spinning process and their functions
Properties of yarn
Spinning machineries

Section B- 30 Marks
4.

Fabric Production
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7

5.

Types of fabric, classification and definition
Methods of fabric production (Woven, Knitted and Non-woven)
Production process of fabric and their function
Properties of fabric
Fabric production machineries
Fabric structure and design
Defects in fabric

Dyeing, Printing and Finishing
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7
5.8
5.9
5.10

Classification and application of dyestuffs
Preparation of fabric for dyeing/printing (Singing, de-sizing, scouring, bleaching,
mercerization)
Dyeing Methods and machineries
Testing of dyed textile materials
Identification of different kinds of dyestuffs
Printing methods and machineries
Finishing method and machineries
Special finishes
Chemicals used in dyeing, printing and finishing
Color theory and its application on textiles
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Section C- 20 Marks
6.

Testing of Textile Materials
6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4

7.

Standardization and quality control
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6

8.

Testing of Fiber
Testing of Yarn
Testing of Fabric dimension and properties
Fastness testing of fabric (Washing, rubbing, light and Perspiration).

Basic concept
Importance of standardization for textile materials
Quality control activities in textile industries
Basic concept of ISO 9000 (Quality Management System)
Statistical quality control
Calibration of equipments

Industrial Environment
8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4
8.5
8.6
8.7
8.8

Major Pollution in textile industries
Environmental performance and evaluation
Treatment of different types of waste generated from textile industries
Basic concept of Cleaner Production (Waste minimization)
Occupation Health and Safety measure in textile industries
Basic Concept of Environmental Management System EMS ISO 14001.
Eco-labeling for textile product and processes.
Industrial production, lay out, planning and design

Section D – 20 Marks
9.

Legislation
9.1
9.2
9.3
9.4
9.5
9.6
9.7
9.8
9.9
9.10

10.

Industrial Policy 2067
Industrial Enterprise Act, 2049
Industrial Enterprise Regulation, 2067
Foreign Investment and Technology Transfer Act, 2049
Nepal Standard (Certification. Mark) Act, 2037
Nepal Standard (Certification Mark) Regulation, 2040
Standard weights and measurements Act, 2025
Standard weights and measurements Regulation 2027
Environment Protection Act 2053
Environment Protection Rules 2054

Textile Industries in Nepal
10.1
10.2
10.3
10.4
10.5

Past and current status of textile industries in Nepal
Contribution of Nepalese textile industries (Carpet, Pashmina, Woolen garments,
readymade garments etc.) in national economy
Nepalese Industry associations related to manufacturing and trading of textile
products
Industrial statistics
Export potential of Nepalese textile products including garments and carpets
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First Paper: - Sample Questions
1.

The only warp yarn is dyed in which fabric?
a. Twill

b. Denim

c. Satin

d. All
Correct Ans. (b)

2.

Which of the following is not natural fiber?
a. Coir

b. Hemp

c. Dacron

d. Sisal
Correct Ans. (c)

3.

Which of the following is correct?
a. Tex= 9 Denier,

b. Tex = 8 Denier,

c. Tex = 6 Denier

d. Tex = 4 Denier
Correct Ans. (a)

4.

Which among the following is not a type of warp knitting?
a. Crochet

b. Raschel

c. Rib

d. Simplex
Correct Ans. (c)

5.

Combing process is used for which fiber to get fine quality of yarn?
a. Polyester

b. Acrylic

c. Acetate

d. Cotton
Correct Ans. (d)

6.

Disperse dye is used for dyeing of which fiber?
a. Polyester

b. Cotton

c. Wool

d. Silk
Correct Ans. (a)

7.

Which dye is not soluble in water in its original form?
a. Reactive Dye

b. Vat dye

c. Direct Dye d. Basic dye
Correct Ans. (b)

8.

What is English count (N) of cotton yarn having weight one pound and length 16,800
yard?
a. 80

b. 40

c. 30

d. 20
Correct Ans. (d)

9.

10.

Which of the following is basic concept of cleaner production?
a. Waste minimization

b. Productivity enhancement

c. Reduction in raw material consumption

d. All

As per Industrial Policy 2067, the small industry will have the maximum of fixed
capital up to?
a. 30 million

b. 40 million

c. 50 million

d. 60 million
Correct Ans. (c)
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Second Paper: - Sample Questions
1.

Define the following terms:

(2x5)

a) Tex
b) Denier
c) Twill
d) Sliver
e) Combing
2.

What is the difference between natural and synthetic fiber. Give 5 examples of natural
and synthetic fiber each.

3.

(5+5)

Make the production flow chart for ring spinning system of yarn manufacturing with
key control points.

4.

(5+5)

Define woven, knitted and non woven fabric. Describe key functions in a
projectile/missile loom during weaving.

5.

Write the name of five dyes used for cotton dyeing. Describe the dyeing process in
brief of any two dyes for cotton.

6.

(6+4)

(2+4+4)

Describe about one mechanical and one chemical finishes applied in a cotton fabric.
(5+5)

7.

Describe in brief 5 key properties each of yarn and woven fabric for testing.
(5+5)

8.

What is ISO 9001? Is it applicable in Textile Industry? Give your justification.
(5+5)

9.

Describe the key factors to be considered during designing a spinning Industry.
(10)

10.

Write any 5 provisions as stated in Environment Protection Regulation 2054 related to
a manufacturing industry like textile.
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